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Gamma-ray astronomy and Astroparticle Physics
Astroparticle physics avant la lettre:
the discovery of cosmic rays!
Origin of cosmic rays:
•Galactic acceleration up to knee? (3x1015eV)
•Extragalactic: origin highest energy cosmic rays?
•Cosmic ray budget of sources?
•How are cosmic rays accelerated?
•Cosmic rays→ no or poor directionality
•Rely on secondary messengers
•Neutrinos
•uniquely “hadronic”
•poor statistics
•Gamma-rays:
•good statistics, arcmin angular resolution
•both “hadronic” (pion decay) & “leptonic” origin
• rule of thumb: Eγ ≈ 10 % ECR

Victor Hess (1911)
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Locating cosmic-ray sources

particle/
proton

Gamma ray
neutrino
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Current gamma-ray facilities
Very high energy domain (VHE):
Atmospheric and Water Cherenkov telescopes: >50 GeV
High energy domain (HE):
Fermi gamma-ray telescope
(100 MeV-100 GeV)

VERITAS (Arizona)

H.E.S.S (Namibia)

MAGIC (La Palma)

HAWC (Sierra Negra, Mexico)
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Some recent gamma-ray highlights (2018-2021) (Galactic)
Geminga PWN halo

•Resolved SNR
•Leptonic or hadronic?
•SNRs sources Galactic CRs?
•gamma- size > X-ray size
•escaping cosmic rays?

•Nearby pulsar
•Few degrees TeV halo
•HAWC&H.E.S.S.
•purely leptonic (?)
•e+/e- escaping pulsar?
•Origin of e+ excess?
•Geminga itself?
•Similar sources?
•dark matter?

H.E.S.S.

•Extended emission SGR A*
•Evidence for CR acc. by SGR A*?
•Could SGR A* be a PeVatron?
•The acceleration mechanism?
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Some recent gamma-ray highlights (extra-galactic)

t is an overhead perspective view of the event. The best-fitting track direction is shown as an arrow,

pixel, using detected photons with energy of 1 to 300 GeV in a 2° by 2°
region around TXS0506+056. The map has a pixel size of 0.02° and was
smoothed with a 0.02°-wide Gaussian kernel. MAGIC data are shown as
signal significance for g-rays above 90 GeV. Also shown are the locations of
a g-ray source observed by Fermi-LAT as given in the Fermi-LAT Third
Source Catalog (3FGL) (23) and the Third Catalog of Hard Fermi-LAT
Sources (3FHL) (24) source catalogs, including the identified positionally
coincident 3FGL object TXS 0506+056. For Fermi-LAT catalog objects,
marker sizes indicate the 95% CL positional uncertainty of the source.

•Blazar TX 0506+056
•neutrino detection (IceCube)
coinciding with γ-ray activity
•Significance ~3σ
2 of 8
•Signature of future
multimessenger activity
•Origin of VHE neutrinos?

H.E.S.S.

•Centaurus A
•Extended emission >100 GeV
•Presence of >TeV electrons
•Resolves issue X-ray origin:
•synchrotron
•not inverse Compton
•Importance:
•Cen A is Auger CR “hot spot”
•Is Cen A source of UHECRs?
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jet emerging at later times, to the associated broadband emission from radio to gamma-rays. The key point here is
that it was the burst of GeV gamma-rays seen by the Fermi Space Telescope that was the first counterpart in light,
indicating the importance of gamma-rays as ‘harbingers’ of extreme particle acceleration (Fig. 2.1.5).

Some recent gamma-ray highlights (transients)
Figure 2.1.5: Timeline of the
multi-messenger campaign
on the first ever GW event
from a merging neutron star
binary GW170817 [Abbott
et al. 2017b].
Note that gamma rays were
the first radiation emitted
from the source after the
GWs, and in fact for many
transient phenomena we
expect VHE gamma-rays to
“announce”
interesting
activity. CTA with its realtime monitoring mode will
allow
sources
to
be
•2018:
First
VHE
detection
discovered by VHE gammaburst!
rays ray
first, which
is a gamechanger
for after
probing burst
•8 hours
extreme environments.

from gamma-

•Events detected by MAGIC & H.E.S.S.
• More optimised observations!
Until
recently there were
still questions about whether GRBs in general, as well as those associated with GW events,
•GW170817
(NS-merger)
•Most
likely
Compton process
could even be detected by CTA. This situation has changed dramatically in the last year with
the detection
of twoinverse
GRB
•Gamma-ray
participation
follow
afterglows,
announced by
existing VHE facilitiesin[7,9],
so we are now certain that CTA
will detect
more sources
of the
•Are
GRBs
of UHRCs?
population
underlying this “tip of the iceberg”. At the same time, other classes which until recently were not certain
up campaigns
to be VHE emitters are starting to be detected, including the progenitors of GW sources, XRBs. One of the most
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Dutch involvement in gamma-ray astrophysics
History (<2000)
•Netherlands active in rocket/satellite experiments (SRON): COS-B, Comptel,…
•Some activity toward Fermi satellite (SRON)
Dutch involvement since 2006:
•2006: First CTA science meeting hosted in NL
•2012+:UvA, RUG, and Radboud: members of CTA-Consortium
•2012: Netherlands hosted the CTA consortium meeting
•2013+: Involved in prototyping for CTA (NOVA/NWO supported)
•2016-18: Sera Markoﬀ CTA coordinator multiwavelength working group
•2015+: NWO/NL associate member of CTA-Observatory
•2015+: UvA joined H.E.S.S. collaboration
•2020+:
•JV H.E.S.S. working group leader SNRs/PWN/PeVatrons
•Manuela Vecchi: member publication board CTA

•2021+: hardware/software manufacturing SST camera CTA
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Work of H.E.S.S. @ UvA
JV, Rachel Simonis, Dmitry Prokhorov

H.E.S.S. Collaboration: Observations of RX J1713.7 3946

Cen A H.E.S.S.

gamma-ray excess count images of RX J1713.7 3946, corrected for the reconstruction acceptance. On the left, the image is made
bove the analysis energy threshold of 250 GeV. On the right, an additional energy requirement of E > 2 TeV is applied to improve
lution. Both images are smoothed with a two-dimensional Gaussian of width 0.03 , i.e. smaller than the 68% containment radius
e two images (0.048 and 0.036 , respectively). The PSFs are indicated by the white circles in the bottom left corner of the images.
r scale is in units of excess counts per area, integrated in a circle of radius 0.03 , and adapted to the width of the Gaussian function
ge smoothing.

, a smaller data set of 116 h is used as explained

analysis is performed with an air-shower teme (de Naurois & Rolland 2009), which is called
alysis chain below. This reconstruction method is
ated gamma-ray image templates that are fit to the
ges to derive the gamma-ray properties. Goodnesscriteria are applied to reject background events
kely to be from gamma rays. All results shown
ss-checked using an independent calibration and
hain (Ohm et al. 2009; Parsons & Hinton 2014).

gy studies

Table 1. Overview of the H.E.S.S. observation campaigns.

Year

Mean o↵set1
(degrees)
0.74
0.77
0.73
0.90

Mean zenith angle
(degrees)
30
48
42
28

Livetime
(h)
42.7
42.1
65.3
13.4

•Evidence for escaping CRs from SNRs
•At what age maximum energy CRs?
•And when do these escape?

.S. image of RX J1713.7 3946 is shown in Fig. 1:
complete data set above an energy threshold of
ut 31 000 gamma-ray excess events from the SNR
n the right, only data above energies of 2 TeV.
es an analysis optimised for angular resolution
ires analysis in de Naurois & Rolland 2009) for
ion of the gamma-ray directions, placing tighter
the quality of the reconstructed event geomense of gamma-ray efficiency. This increased enent (E > 2 TeV) leads to a superior angular res36 (68% containment radius of the point-spread
) compared to 0.048 for the complete data set
GeV. These PSF radii are obtained from simuH.E.S.S. PSF for this data set, where the PSF is
20% to account for systematic di↵erences found
s of simulations with data for extragalactic pointuch as PKS 2155–304 (Abramowski et al. 2010).

2004
2005
2011
2012

•Extended emission Cen A

Notes. The livetime given in hours corresponds to the data fulfilling
quality requirements. (1) Mean angular distance between the H.E.S.S.
observation position and the nominal centre of the SNR taken to be at
RA: 17h 13m 33.6s , Dec: 39d 45m 36s .

Survey catalogue (H.E.S.S. Collaboration 2018b) from the background ring.
The overall good correlation between the gamma-ray and
X-ray image of RX J1713.7 3946, which was previously found
by H.E.S.S. (Aharonian et al. 2006b), is again clearly visible
in Fig. 2 (top left) from the hard X-ray contours (XMMNewton data, 1–10 keV, described further below) overlaid on
the H.E.S.S. gamma-ray excess image. For a quantitative comparison that also allows us to determine the radial extent of the
SNR shell both in gamma rays and X-rays, radial profiles are
extracted from five regions across the SNR as indicated in the
top left plot in Fig. 2. To determine the optimum central position for such profiles, a three-dimensional spherical shell model,
matched to the morphology of RX J1713.7 3946, is fit to the
H.E.S.S. image. This toy model of a thick shell fits five parameters to the data as follows: the normalisation, the x and y co-
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The excess corresponds to 337 "ON" eventsH.E.S.S.
and 11179PL = 2.12 ± 0.05, is consistent3.9/2
with the index obtained 2
w
"OFF" events, and a normalization parameter ↵= 0.0216 estab- H.E.S.S. data only. The fit with a power law and an expo
Fermi-LAT + H.E.S.S PL
10.7/18
2.1
lished with the Ring Background method with standard settings. cut-o↵, dN/dE = 0 ⇥ (E/1TeV) exp( E/Ec ), is as like
+ with
H.E.S.S
9.6/17
2.0i
ON events were extracted in a circle of radius 0.07Fermi-LAT
deg centered fit
a simpleECPL
power law. The
resulting cut-o↵ energy
on the X-ray source position (RA 5h 25m 2.2s , Dec 69 380 3900 ). high, exhibiting large errors (Ec =33.7+122.9
TeV). A value
18.2 1.47
Fermi-LAT
+
H.E.S.S
BPL
6.8/16
± 0.4
The corresponding excess map is shown in Fig. 2.
cut-o↵ energy less than 8 TeV can be excluded with 95
Excess
Similarly no break in energy is needed to explain the Ge
spectrum, as a broken power-law fit to the joint Fermi/H
Table 1: Spectral
fit
parameters
for
both
H.E.S.S.
and
Fermi
data
is
as
likely
as
a
power-law
fit.
The
derived
energy
120
"power law with an exponential
cut-o↵"
and
forwith
"brok
value lies between
7.45 GeV
and"BPL"
84.5 GeV,
a bes
100
19.9 GeV. These lower and upper bounds were establis
fitting the data with a fixed value for the energy break,
80
2
= 1 is reached (68%CL), leaving all other parameter
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Fig. 4. Predicted flux above 1 TeV using Eq. (1) as a function of the distance to the source. Mass-loss rates are given in units of M yr assuming
h
m 10 s
s
fit
results
in
a
best
fit
position
of
RA
5
24
51
±
5
Energy
(TeV)
1
stat an
uw = 10 km s and the parameters described in Sect. 3.1, for t = 20 days (solid lines) and t = 150 days (dashed lines) after the SN explosion. of
The 0.07 deg, centered on the N132D X-ray source position, is
69 380 5300 ± 2300stat at ⇠ 10 from the X-ray source positio
Mass-loss rate is given for each pair of lines of the same color. The expected flux for SN 1993J is computed using Eq. (1) and t = 20 days. The
shown in green; 1 and 2 sigma contours of the best fit position
CTA sensitivity for a 50 h long observation is taken from Acharya et al. (2013). The ten ULs on the flux above 1 TeV derived in this study are also
best-fit position and the confidence region is shown in Fig.
shown (see text).
(see section 3.2) are represented in red.Fig. 3: Left: Fermi-LAT and H.E.S.S combined spectrum fitted
it is consistent with the center of N132D within ⇠2 .
two-dimensional
fit with acut-o↵
Gaussian(blue)
profile cente
fitted with a power lawThe
with
an exponential
and
circumstellar medium of SN 2008bp was less dense than that by CTA. At t = 150 days, and for mass-loss rates higher than
and Fermi-LAT photon the X-ray source position provides us with a 90% CL
of the rest of the sample. Outlier behaviour was also discovered 10 4 M yr 1 , CTA may detect cc-SNe as far out as the Virgo Fig. 3 shows the combined H.E.S.S.
are shown
68 %limit
error
bars
in shaded
region,
asrayswell
as re
energy spectrum spanning an energy range
of 1 GeVwith
to 40 TeV,
for SN 2009js. Gandhi et al. (2013) found the event to be sublu- cluster (16 Mpc).
on
the
source
extension
in
gamma
correspond
minous, suggesting a low ejecta mass and explosion energy. It
Mass-loss rates above 10 4 M yr 1 are not uncommon,
340 where H.E.S.S. data points start at 1.3 TeV. The H.E.S.S. spec2D,Gauss = 2.7 arcmin. Since the 68% containment radius
follows that the environments of SN 2008bp and SN 2009js are but are usually confined to Type IIb and IIn SNe. Each of these
trum was extracted using the same analysis cuts as for the maps is 3.8 arcmin, the localization of the emitting region is w
not likely conducive to the TeV gamma-ray detection sought in types represent, respectively, ⇠10 and ⇠8% of the total cc-SN
and the Reflected Background method (for background methods side this radius. With the reported data, it cannot be con
our study, but are consistent with the mass-loss rate upper-limits rates according to Smith et al. (2011). The number of cc-SNe
rays.
Alternatively,
in the
hadronic
scenario,
CRtheele
of ⇠1.6 ⇥ 10 3 and ⇠3.1 ⇥ 10 4 M yr 1 , respectively, as derived occurring in a year can roughly be expressed as a functionsee
of Berge et al. 2007). Spectral pointsgamma
between
1.3
and
40
TeV
that
the
source
is
extended.
However,
given
both
di
from the H.E.S.S. observations.
the total available stellar mass in 1010 M units. In our Galaxy,
are binned in energy bands requiringtrons
a minimum
of 2 sig- ofonly
are responsible
the synchrotron
and ofX-r
N132Dfor
in X-rays
of 1.6 arcmin andradio
the presence
a
this implies a cc-SN rate of about two per century (see e.g.
345 as nificance
per pointIt is worth 430
noting that
the H.E.S.S.while
spectrumCRmolecular
cloudproduce
at ⇠arcmin the
distance,
it is likely that
the g
Li et al. 2011). A galaxy cluster in the local Universe,
the
emissions,
hadrons
GeV-TeV
emissi
3.5. Prospects for future observations
13
Virgo cluster, has a total stellar mass of the order of 10 exhibits
M
a 2 significant spectral bin at ⇠ 15 TeV.
ray source has structure on the arcmin scale.
In order to put the flux ULs derived in this work in perspec- (see e.g. O’Sullivan et al. 2017), which would bring the number
via
neutral
pion law
decaying
into two
photons.
In that
case,Array
a ra
The
H.E.S.S.
spectrum
is
well
fitted
with
a
single
power
Observations
with
the
Cherenkov
Telescope
tive, Fig. 4 shows the gamma-ray flux computed with Eq. (2) of cc-SNe up to ⇠10 per year in a near radius of 16 Mpc. This
= 0 ⇥ (E/1TeV) ) with an of
index
0.2 and
a better angular
be conductedval
to
ne /n=p2.3is±one
of athewith
parameters,
forresolution
which should
the canonical
by
as a function of the distance for different values of the pre-SN number is very similar to the number of objects predicted(dN/dE
10
mass-loss rate, together with the typical five sigma point-source Horiuchi et al. (2011) for a volume of radius .10 Mpc. Another
di↵erential flux normalization at 1 TeV of
= (1.31 ± 0.43) ⇥ tangle between two scenarios, namely whether the gam
12
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•Limits on gamma-ray emission
supernovae
•Could SNe be PeVatrons for t<1 yr?
•Detection/acceleration: dense gas
•Non-detection implies low mass loss
progenitor stars

48
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192

24

Residual (σ)

− 14

−34

−3

−2

−2

−1

•Detection TeV emission from N132D
(LMC, 50 kpc)
•>200 hr of observations!
•Unbroken power-law up to ~10 TeV
•N132D is ~2500 yr
•SNR is very bright
•Why haven’t highest E CR escaped?

−1

The Future: CTA!
Large Sized Telescopes
(LST)

Small Sized
Telescopes (SST)

Medium Sized Telescopes
(MST)
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telescopes
each.
As the
have the potential to survey a large piece of the sky in gamma-rays are the Fermifive
Space
Telescope (GeV
range),
the effective area of the observatory is set by the
the ground,
CTALHAASO
will have
High-Altitude Water Cherenkov Observatory (HAWC), and in the near future LHAASO
[37]. However,
and the largest effective area of any gamma
HAWC needs 1-5 years to match what CTA can do at the highest energies (> 10 TeV)
in 50 hours (Fig.
and both
outperform
the2.1.3),
current
state-of-the-art, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.3.
also have poor sensitivity in the 20-1000 GeV range, so they are not designed for transient detections.

Why CTA?

Figure 2.1.4: The sensitivity of CTA and Fermi
as a function of observation time (source:
www.cta-observatory.org).

The more interesting comparison is with
Fermi, which has been the key workhorse
for gamma-ray transient detection in the
last decade, discovering myriads of new
GRBs and other objects. Fig. 2.1.3 shows
that its 10 year sensitivity matches CTA’s
50h sensitivity around 100 GeV. But Fig.
2.1.4 provides a much clearer illustration of
the crucial difference between this prior
workhorse and the new, by comparing the
sensitivity of CTA to Fermi as a function of observation time. The dependence of Fermi (and HAWC) on accumulation
Figure
2.1.3:
Left:
of data over long stretches of time is not adapted to transient sources, particularly
the ones
varying
on Sensitivity
day or less of CTA North and South compared to curre
CTAthan
South
compared
to MAGIC, VERITAS and HAWC (source: https://www
timescales. For 25-250 GeV, CTA will be four to six orders of magnitude more sensitive
the Fermi-LAT
instrument.

• follow up transients
CTA is better and faster:
• longer observations no option!
Furthermore, CTA’s 8 degree diameter field of view translates into ~50 deg on the sky, which is quite large (the moon
•
10x
more
sensitive
The Northern
array (CTA-N)
is already under construction, while the S
•
Faster
survey
time!
subtends half a degree diameter on the sky) and opens the door to the first ever TeV-discovered transients. Within
finalised,
with
early
operation
and science verification estimated to start
• 2x
sharper
that
field of
view, CTA can detect and localise bright point sources to within 10” in
less than an
hour,
and then
with
•
Better
source
resolving
power
more statistics, make images with resolutions an order of magnitude better (1’)Once
than current
These the current generation facilities are expecte
CTA is instruments.
fully operating,
• 5x better source positions
• Interesting
things
can
be done
by HESS
in fo
operators. Thus, CTA
will be the
premier
VHE gamma-ray
work horse
• 2.5x larger field of view
international
multi-messenger
facilities
like the Pierre Auger Observa
400
hr, but
impossible
to obtain
Advanced
LIGO/VIRGO,
and
astronomical
facilities
from
radio
(e.g.
Squa
• CTA can do it in 40 hr!
2

12 B
finding optical facilities (Large Synoptic Survey Telescope; LSST and

calibrate the camera.

The Dutch hardware/software
contribution
Figure 2.3.2 details the items contained in PBS subsystems 1-3. T
assembly, integration and testing (AIT) to proceed efficiently.

• SST camera collaboration:
Germany, UK, NL, Japan, Australia

• Netherlands activity (2021-2025):

‣ Production 40 focal plane units (RUG)
‣ Calibration & Verification (RUG)
- in lab/ on-site
‣ Camera Software (UvA)
- develop/coordinate/document
‣ Pointing reconstruction using night sky
(UvA)
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Test run by camera prototype
prototype tests

• Four prototype cameras developed
• Chosen: SSTCAM prototype with Dutch involvement
• Prototype tested on Italian CTA telescope
• 2020-21: optimization for series production/maintenance
14

Summary
prototype tests

• Gamma-rays show us where cosmic rays are accelerated!
• Direct synergies with VHE neutrino detection
• Current facilities includes H.E.S.S.
• exciting discoveries (GRBs, SGR A*, escaping cosmic rays,…)
• UvA participation in Galactic and extra-Galactic science
• Dutch partipication could expanded in extension phase (2022-2025)!
• After 2025: CTA
• NL active in consortium since 2007!
• CTA is 10x better than H.E.S.S.
• Greatly improved transient detection capabilities
• Great step in overal sensitivity
• 2021+: Dutch will participate in mass production of cameras!
15
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Gamma rays: revealing cosmic accelerators

Milky Way observed by H.E.S.S.
17

State of the Art, now and beyond 2025
308

CTA is better and faster:
• 10x more sensitive
• 2x sharper
• 5x better source positions
• 2.5x larger field of view

CHAPTER 12. NON-THERMAL RADIATION

H.E.S.S
Figure 12.16: The H.E.S.S. II imaging atmospheric telescope array in Namibia. The
original array (H.E.S.S.) consisted of the four 12 m telescopes. The fifth big telescope
(28 m) was added to extend the energy detection range down to 200 GeV. The configuration with five telescope is known as H.E.S.S. II. (Credit: Stefan Klepser, Desy &
H.E.S.S. collaboration.)

Known gamma-ray
sources

This is a good moment to clarify some often encountered nomenclature in g-ray
astronomy: The g-rays in the energy range from ⇠ 100 keV to about 30 MeV is often
referred to a medium-energy g-rays (or sometimes MeV g-rays). In this energy range
one can still expect the tail of synchrotron radiation from some sources, like Blazars
and pulsar wind nebulae (as explained for the Crab nebula, Sect. 6), as well as inverse
Compton scattering and bremsstrahlung. But medium-energy g-rays also may reveal
atomic nuclear lines, caused by radio-activity (e.g. 44 Ti and 56 Co, Sect. 2.4) or by
direct excitation of the nuclei by collisions with energetic particles, such as C, O, Ne
and Mg lines in the MeV region. The latter have been detected during solar flares [728],
but no unambiguous detections of from line emission from the interstellar medium or
Galactic sources has been obtained. Photons with energies in the range from 30 MeV to
100 GeV are often referred to as high-energy (HE) g-rays (or sometimes less precisely
GeV g-rays). This is the range covered by the Fermi-LAT instrument, and it covers
the “pion bump” discussed in Sect. 13.6. Photons in the energy range from 100 GeV
to 100 TeV are often referred to as very-high-energy (VHE) g-rays, or TeV g-rays.
There is no sharp boundary between these g-ray regimes, except that VHE g-rays are18

CTA: a national and international priority
CAN

March 2014

Committee for
Astroparticle
Physics in
the Netherlands

roadmap & strategy report

Status and Perspective
of Astroparticle Physics in Europe

European Strategy Forum
on Research Infrastructures

PAG

A

ESFRI

2014–2024

Astroparticle Physics Roadmap Phase I

The ASTRONET
Infrastructure Roadmap:
A Strategic Plan for European Astronomy

strategy
report
on research
infrastructures

esfri landmarks

Strategic plan for
Astroparticle Physics
in the Netherlands

esfri projects

p

landscape analysis

p

roadmap & strategy report

e

The ASTRONET Infrastructure Roadmap: A Strategic Plan for European Astronomy

e

•CTA listed as priority in national and European strategic plans
•“landmark" project in European Research Infrastructure (ESFRI)

➡

NWO-G: secure Dutch participation in CTA via
2 M€ in hardware/software investments
Selected by Dutch astronomy community as only NWO-G!
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Timeliness
NL part of SST
consortium

2019
2019

Start of series
production

2021

Last cameras delivered
Early access to data

2022
2024

2022

SST consortium CTA observatory
established
start of ERIC

2025

Start CTA
operations

CTA phase I
completed

20

Overall work breakdown structure SSTCAM

21

Building SST cameras for 50 telescopes
CTA-Observatory
(HQ Bologna)

CTA-Consortium
(Science program)

50 SSTs
SST consortium
(board+management)

UvA

RuG

50 telescopes
SST Tel. subconsortium
(Italy, France)

50 cameras (11 M€)
SSTCAM subconsortium
(Germany, UK, NL
Australia, Japan)

Focal Plane Units (WP1+2)
Camera software (WP3+4)
22

CTA-NWO-G management structure
SSTCAM
Subconsortium
Board

NL Project Coordinator
PI CTA-NL:

SSTCAM PM:
Richard White

Jacco Vink
(GRAPPA/UvA)

CTA Science
Consortium

NL Project scientist
NL integration/
community building
Sera Markoﬀ
(GRAPPA/UvA)

WP 1:

WP 2:

WP 3+4:

Series production
of FPUs

Camera calibration/
verification

Camera control &
pointing software

Project lead:
Andrey Baryshev
(NOVA/RUG)

Project lead:
Manuela Vecchi
(RUG)

Project lead:
Christoph Weniger
(UvA)

CTA-NWO-G project structure
WP 1:

WP 2:

Series production
FPUs

Camera calibration/
verification

•Hardware costs: 415k€
•Personel costs: 352k€
•Hire dedicated engineer
•Support staff @ NOVA submm

•Personel costs: 362k€
•Hire dedicated engineer/PD
•Additional support:
•NOVA submm group

WP 3+4:
Camera control &
pointing software

•Personel costs WP3: 360k€
•Personel costs WP4: 363k€
•Hire 2 dedicated engineers/
PDs
•Hardware WP3/WP4: 11k€
•Additional support: NOVA grp.
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CTA synergies with existing Dutch science expertise and interests
Fundamental physics:

v (cm3s-1)

Detecting gamma-rays from
dark matter

10

23

10

24

10

25

Theory
10
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HESS Galactic halo (254 h)
Fermi dSph stacking (15 dSphs, 5 yrs)
PLANCK
10

27

0.04

CTA Galactic halo, 500 h
0.1

0.2
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2 3 4 56

DM mass (TeV)
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that peak below 100 GeV, so these facilities operate in follow-up m
instruments, and then pointing at them for a long time to integrat
detection. To discover new transients ‘blindly’, which is always the cuttin
and a wide enough field of view to cover a decent fraction of the sky at
have the potential to survey a large piece of the sky in gamma-rays ar
High-Altitude Water Cherenkov Observatory (HAWC), and in the near
HAWC needs 1-5 years to match what CTA can do at the highest energie
also have poor sensitivity in the 20-1000 GeV range, so they are not desi

CTA synergies with existing Dutch science expertise and interests
Transients: the flickering high-energy sky

sensitivity of CTA to Fermi as a function of observation time. The depen
of data over long stretches of time is not adapted to transient source
timescales. For 25-250 GeV, CTA will be four to six orders of magnitude m
26

CTA is strongly supported by both Dutch astronomy and physics

Institute for Mathematics,
Astrophysics and Particle
Physics (IMAPP) @ RUN

27
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Extra slides

29

Support from CTA director
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Workpackage 4: pointing reconstruction

•CTA concept: 3 arcsec pointing accuracy
•Dutch proposed solution:
•use SSTCAM images of stars
•requires additional electronics
•software to track/identify stars
31

SSTCAM Governance

RuG

32

Technique: atmospheric cherenkov telescopes
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WP1, production and testing of FPU in Groningen
•Hardware costs: 415k€, •Personnel costs: 352k€
Andrey Baryshev, WP lead
overall coordination, management ,
reporting, interface with CTA on techn.
Joost Adema, PM
daily coordination,
group management,
procurement
organization
Ronald Hesper,
System Engineering,
technical insight, PA/
QA expert
Electronics assembly handling expert
100% on CTA, TO be hired

CTA project
tech group
Jan Barkhov,
software expert,
measurements,
Report
automatization

Albert Koops,
Documentation,
procurement,
Doc process
PA/QA

Mariela Bekema,
incoming
inspection,
Assembly, QC

Rob De Haan
assembly,
testing

Calibration expert from WP2 (collocated)

as a whole, we are confident the long-term membership of CTA can be funded from various future grants. We will
include CTA in future grant applications from the Dutch astroparticle physics community within the frame of the NWO
Gravitation program (maximum grant size ca 20M€). We will also apply for multiple individual ERC grants (e.g. M.
Vecchi - CoG, S. Markoff - AdG, J. Vink - AdG) in the coming two years.

Summary budget

Table 2.3.3
Source:

NWO

Work
package

Type

NonPersonnel personnel Personnel

WP1

Personnel
Technical support NOVA
submm (personnel)

NWO

Cofinancing
(NOVA/UvA/RUG)

€247,708

€247,708

€86,074

€86,074

Tech. support (A. Baryshev)

€17,993

Laboratory equipment (dark
box, oscilliscope etc)

Personnel (incl. bench fee 5k)
Personnel

€70,000

€20,000

€322,853
€40,186
€20,093

€20,093
€11,000

Personnel (incl. benchfee 5k)

€302,316
€25,243

€11,000

€25,243
€20,093

€20,093

Machine learning support
(Weniger)

€14,866

€14,866

Totals

€100,000
€1,022,277

WP3: 371k€

€302,316

Algorithm support (Vink)

All
Travel (collaborration meetings,
packages integration sites)

WP2: 323k€

€340,400

Computer server
Tech. support NOVA Opt/IR
group

€40,186

€340,400

Algorithm support (Vink)
WP4

€414,000
€20,000

€322,853

Tech. support (M. Vecchi)
WP3

€21,000

€344,000

Other

WP1: 806k€

€17,993

€21,000

Hardware
WP2

Non-personnel Total

€485,000

WP4: 371k€

€100,000
€415,546

€81,000 €2,003,823

Risk analysis
A risk analysis for the project is presented in Table 2.3.4. Below, we highlight selected risk items, their consequences
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CTA timeline: the past

1st CTA science
meeting (NL)

2005

4th CTA Consortium
meeting (Amsterdam)

2008
2007

CTA concept
launched

NL participation
camera prototype

2014
2012

CTA consortium
established

2018
2014

CTA-Observatory
gGmbH

CTA-South
Site agreement
36

Multimessenger physics in the Netherlands: synergies 2025-2035
nature of black holes

gravitational waves

origin of cosmic rays

→ requires participation in CTA
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Long term future CTA-NL
• NWO-G funded hardware/software:
•Necessary to participate in CTA and profit scientifically (e.g. Key Science Projects)
•Letter from director:
• Long term future:
•Ensure funding for long term membership
•Currently: NL is associate member of CTA
•Future: full member ERIC-> requires secured annual funds
•Uncertainty until CTA is an ERIC: minimum contribution needed not known
• Expanding gamma-ray community and NL gamma-ray hands on experience
•Build up science experience: CTA modeling, analysis software, expand H.E.S.S. membership
•Integrate CTA in the NL
•Explore synergies with KM3NeT/Athena/Ligo/Virgo
•Apply for grants, European (ERC) and National (NWO/NOVA) funding instruments
•Push for expansion of faculty dedicated to gamma-ray scientists
38

Gamma rays also a probe for fundamental physics

National Research Agenda
Dark Matter
83% of matter in Universe → faint gamma rays
39

as a whole, we are confident the long-term membership of CTA can be funded from various future grants. We will
include CTA in future grant applications from the Dutch astroparticle physics community within the frame of the NWO
Gravitation program (maximum grant size ca 20M€). We will also apply for multiple individual ERC grants (e.g. M.
Vecchi - CoG, S. Markoff - AdG, J. Vink - AdG) in the coming two years.

Summary budget

Table 2.3.3
Source:

NWO

Work
package

Type

NonPersonnel personnel Personnel

WP1

Personnel
Technical support NOVA
submm (personnel)

NWO

Cofinancing
(NOVA/UvA/RUG)

€247,708

€247,708

€86,074

€86,074

Tech. support (A. Baryshev)

€17,993

Laboratory equipment (dark
box, oscilliscope etc)

Personnel

€70,000

€20,000

€322,853
€40,186

€340,400
€20,093

Computer server

€20,093
€11,000

Personnel (incl. benchfee 5k)
Tech. support NOVA Opt/IR
group

€40,186

€340,400

Algorithm support (Vink)
WP4

€414,000
€20,000

€322,853

Tech. support (M. Vecchi)
WP3

€21,000

€344,000

Other
Personnel (incl. bench fee 5k)

€17,993

€21,000

Hardware
WP2

Non-personnel Total

€302,316
€25,243

€11,000
€302,316
€25,243

Algorithm support (Vink)

€20,093

€20,093

Machine learning support
(Weniger)

€14,866

€14,866

All
Travel (collaborration meetings,
packages integration sites)
Totals

€100,000
€1,022,277

€485,000

€100,000
€415,546

€81,000 €2,003,823

Risk analysis
A risk analysis for the project is presented in Table 2.3.4. Below, we highlight selected risk items, their consequences
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similar readout system with another prototype camera [53]. This WP involves the development of the pointing
algorithm, the application to the camera data format and development of camera software to perform this task, the
detailed testing and verification on the first Production Phase SSTCAM and then the systematic testing of the pointing
system required for the acceptance by CTAO of each SST unit.

SSTCAM Time line

Figure 2.3.3: Gantt chart of the mass production of the SST Cameras with the proposed Dutch WPs indicated.
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Investment Grant NWO Large
Table 2.3.4 Risk analysis table.
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Figures from proposal
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particles to very high energy. To answer these questions requires correctly identifying the sourc
Fig
2.1.1.
Cosmic-ray
spectrum
extragalactic CRs, and then gathering enough data from them to build a complete theoretical paradi

Figure 2.1.1:
and extragala
a function of
2.7
by E to illus
[48].

Neutrinos an
smoking guns
The key clu
messengers
origin. Once
ronic (heavy
with surroun
light and
secondary messengers like high-energy neutrinos and electron-positron pairs. Accelerated44le

generation VHE gamma-ray detectors also do not yet have the combination of angular res
Fig
2.1.2.
Cherenkov
imaging
telescope
both solidly identify individual sources or probe the population.

Figure 2.1.2:
principle of an
telescope: a g
atmosphere, an
secondary par
produce a brief
(bluish in color
optical telescop
can triangulate
the originating

Air-Cherenkov technique
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with as many telescopes as possible to more accurately triangulate. VERITAS, H.E.S.S and MAGIC employ only two to
Fig
2.1.3.
CTA
sensitivity
and
angular
resolution
five telescopes each. As the effective area of the observatory is set by the area of the sky covered by the telescopes on
the ground, CTA will have the largest effective area of any gamma-ray telescope built, and thus significantly
outperform the current state-of-the-art, as illustrated in Fig. 2.1.3.

Figure 2.1.3: Left: Sensitivity of CTA North and South compared to current facilities. Right: The angular resolution of
CTA South compared to MAGIC, VERITAS and HAWC (source: https://www.cta-observatory.org).
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The Northern array (CTA-N) is already under construction, while the Southern array site (CTA-S) details are being

High-Altitude Water Cherenkov Observatory (HAWC), and in the near future LHAASO [37]. Howeve
HAWC needs 1-5 years to match what CTA can do at the highest energies (> 10 TeV) in 50 hours (Fig. 2
also have poor sensitivity in the 20-1000 GeV range, so they are not designed for transient detections.

Fig 2.1.4. CTA sensitivity as function of integration time

Figure 2.1.4: The sensitivity of
as a function of observation
www.cta-observatory.org).

The more interesting comp
Fermi, which has been the
for gamma-ray transient de
last decade, discovering my
GRBs and other objects. Fig
that its 10 year sensitivity
50h sensitivity around 100
2.1.4 provides a much cleare
the crucial difference betw
workhorse and the new, by
sensitivity of CTA to Fermi as a function of observation time. The dependence of Fermi (and HAWC) on
of data over long stretches of time is not adapted to transient sources, particularly the ones varying
timescales. For 25-250 GeV, CTA will be four to six orders of magnitude more sensitive than the Fermi-L
2
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that it was the burst of GeV gamma-rays seen by the Fermi Space Telescope that was the first counterpart in light,
indicating the importance of gamma-rays as ‘harbingers’ of extreme particle acceleration (Fig. 2.1.5).

Fig 2.1.5. Timeline of GW170817 campaign

Figure 2.1.5: Timeline of the
multi-messenger campaign
on the first ever GW event
from a merging neutron star
binary GW170817 [Abbott
et al. 2017b].
Note that gamma rays were
the first radiation emitted
from the source after the
GWs, and in fact for many
transient phenomena we
expect VHE gamma-rays to
“announce”
interesting
activity. CTA with its realtime monitoring mode will
allow
sources
to
be
discovered by VHE gammarays first, which is a gamechanger
for
probing
extreme environments.
Until recently there were still questions about whether GRBs in general, as well as those associated with GW events,
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most popular theorised form of DM, Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs; [24]). W
class of non-baryonic candidates, and those with mass between a few tens of GeV and f
motivated dark matter candidates and cannot be critically tested by any other method.

Fig 2.1.6. Dark matter limits and CTA

Figure 2.1.6: Current best lim
cross-section from indirect det
spheroidal galaxies stacking an
+
H.E.S.S. Galactic halo, W W
microwave background experim
+ −
b b channel) compared to the
CTA from observations of th
+
−
Einasto profile and W W chann

In the standard thermal history
annihilation cross-section has
“thermal cross-section”, which
sensitivity needed to discover D
to annihilate into Standard M
generating distinctive signa
neutrinos, and CR antimatt
antiprotons, or even antinuc
WIMP model such as supersymmetry (SUSY) or theories with extra dimensions, predicts a spe
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Figure 2.3.2 details the items contained in PBS subsystems 1-3. This modular appro
Fig
2.3.2.
SST
prototype
camera
assembly, integration and testing (AIT) to proceed efficiently.

Figure 2.3.2: The
Camera.

After completion
design will be
review (CDR) in th
a Pre-Productio
signaling the star
parts will start
production of ca
completion in Q3
will be shipped to
commissioned, ca
acceptance to CT
51

algorithm, the application to the camera data format and development of camera software to perform this task, the
detailed testing and verification on the first Production Phase SSTCAM and then the systematic testing of the pointing
system required for the acceptance by CTAO of each SST unit.

Fig 2.3.3. CTA/SSTCAM Gantt chart

Figure 2.3.3: Gantt chart of the mass production of the SST Cameras with the proposed Dutch WPs indicated.
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responsible for the on-site, and several institutes responsible for the manufacturing of SST cameras (SSTCAMs),
consisting of institutes from Germany, UK, Netherlands, Japan, and Australia.

Fig 2.3.5. SSTCAM governance

Governance of the CTA SST
program
The SST programme has its own
governance structure, shown in
Fig. 2.3.5. A central role in this
structure is that of the
programme
office,
which
manages the overall progress of
the production and integration.
The SST program itself consists of
three sub-projects: the Structure
Project (SST-STR), responsible for
producing telescopes; the Camera
Project (SST-CAM), responsible
for the camera production, and
the Integration Project (SST-AIV),
responsible
for
assembly,
integration and validation of the
telescopes on-site. Each subproject has its own PM.
Figure 2.3.5:
structure.

SST

Program
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WP Overview
•
–
–
–

•
–
–
–
–
–

•
–
–
–
–
–

•

WP1: FPU AIT

Assemble parts from SST partners (e.g. Japan sends SiPMs), which arrive tested
Integrate these parts into FPUs
Test the FPUs following a test plan, complete a test report, deliver FPUs to MPIK

WP2: Calibration & Verification (see next slides for details)
A1 Camera Lab Calibration
A2 Camera Lab Verification
B1 On-site Calibration Preparation
B2 On-site Calibration Application and Verification During Commissioning
B3 On-site On-Going Calibration During Operation

WP3: Camera Software

This is the software that the camera team delivers to CTAO as part of the camera, and is installed on the CTA onsite farm. This SW accepts the data from the camera,
builds it into CTA compatible events and passes it on. It also acts as a control interface for higher-level CTA SW to interact with, passes on monitoring information and
logs to a central service. Within this SW some minimal calibration must be applied and the telescope pointing position roughly derived.
Coordinate the SST Camera software development team
Implement some TBD key aspect of the camera software
Iterate and test on first full camera
Provide remote (and in-person if needed) support onsite to roll out and debug camera software to CTA

WP4: Pointing

Develop pointing algorithms stand alone… build on current work… will likely need to also develop simulations
Verify these algorithms ‘off line’ using first full camera and on-sky data
Integrate algorithms into software
Online: into ‘real time’ analysis as part of the camera server software
•
Offline: to a higher precision using more information and more complicated algorithms if needed as part of wider CTA software
•
Test the pointing and iterate as needed using on-sky data from cameras during commissioning
–
–
–
–
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Jets and Shocks

light years

ber 16, 2020—- not for distributio

s of RX J1713.7 3946

supermassive black holes

pulsars/magnetars
pulsar wine nebulae

Figure 6.5: Left: Broad band multiwavelength image of the synchrotron emission from
the Crab Nebula, consisting of radio emission (red, VLA 5.5 GHz [167]), a UV 290 nm
image (green,
XMM-Newton
OM [344]) and X-rays (blue, Chandra LETGS [1213]).
corrected for the reconstruction
acceptance.
On the left, the
0 corresponds
250 GeV. On the right, The
an additional
requirement
of pc at distance of 2 kpc. (Credits: M. Bietenholz/VLA,
bar of 1energy
to 0.6
smoothed with a two-dimensional Gaussian of width 0.03 ,
G. Dubner et
Talavera/ESA,
Weisskopf/NASA) Right: The Crab Nebula in the
es (0.048 and 0.036 , respectively).
Theal./A.
PSFs are
indicated
observed
by integrated
the Hubble Space Telescope’s WFPC2 instrument, using broad
colour scale is in units optical
of excessascounts
per area,
ction used for the image(blue)
smoothing.
and narrow band filters ([OIII], red; [SII], green). The diffuse, blue-coloured,
part is caused by optical synchrotron radiation. (Credit: NASA/ESA/J. Hester/A. Loll
(ASU).)
ces such as PKS 2155–304
(Abramowski et al. 2010). This

dening is carried out by smoothing the PSF with a Gaussian
that the 68% containment radius increases by 20%. To inigate the morphology ofpressure
the SNR,from
a gamma-ray
excess
im- the external pressure, at the termination shock. At the
the wind
equals
is produced employing the ring background model (Berge
shockemitting
the particles
. 2007), excluding all termination
known gamma-ray
source are shock-heated and a large fraction of them will be
accelerated
(seePlane
alsoSurvey
Chapter
11) forming a non-thermal population of particles, with a
ons found in the latest H.E.S.S.
Galactic
catae (H.E.S.S. Collaboration
et al. 2016b)
theenergies
background
cut-off
at veryfrom
high
( TeV). The region outside the pulsar-wind termination

light days/months

shock is the pulsar wind nebula, which consists primarily of a non-thermal relativistic
gamma-ray bursts/gravitational wave merger
electron/positron
plasma, which emits synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton radiation over many orders of magnitude in frequency, from ⇠ 107 Hz to ⇠ 1024 Hz. The

light days

>100,000 light years
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assembly, integration and testing (AIT) to proceed efficiently.
SSTCAM
Design ASPECTS
2.3 TECHNICAL, FINANCIAL,
AND ORGANIZATIONAL
2.3.1 Technical feasibility

Figure 2.3.2: The major constituents of the SST
The aim of the current proposal is to realise the manufacturing of the cameras needed for the first installment of the
Camera.
SST array (section 2.1). Eventually the array should consist of 70 telescopes, but for phase 1 a reduced number of
telescopes, currently estimated to be 50, will be installed.

After completion and verification, the optimised
The Small-Sized Telescopes (SSTs)
design will be subjected to a critical design
The SSTs will form an essential part of CTA. In 2019 CTA formally
review
(CDR)
in
the
first
half
of
2021,
followed
by
selected the Compact High Energy Camera (CHEC) [62] from several
a Pre-Production Readiness Review (PPRR)
candidates to form the basis of the final SST camera (SSTCAM)
design. CHEC is a prototype camera developed jointly between
an the start of production. Procurement of
signaling
international collaboration including the Netherlands. Theparts
resulting
will start in late 2021, and the series
SST Camera, based on CHEC, is now being developed by a
production of cameras will start in 2022 with
consortium from Germany (MPI-K, ECAP, DESY), the UK (Leicester,
completion in Q3 2025. From mid 2022 cameras
Durham, Oxford, Liverpool), Netherlands (Amsterdam, Groningen),
will
be shipped to CTA-S, installed on telescopes,
Japan (Nagoya) and Australia (Adelaide). The SSTs will be of
a dualmirror design, with a primary mirror ~4 m in diameter
and a
commissioned,
calibrated and tested before final
secondary mirror ~2 m in diameter. Light is focused onto a curved
acceptance to CTAO.
focal surface 0.5 m from the secondary mirror. The focal of the
SSTCAM provides 2048 pixels to cover a 9o field of view on the sky.
The prototype CHEC-S camera and ASTRI structure are shown in Fig.
2.3.1.
Figure 2.3.1: The CHEC-S prototype camera (top) and CHEC-S
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The birth multimessenger astrophysics
IceCube (neutrinos)

LIGO/Virgo
(gravitational waves

Fermi (low energy gamma-rays)

308

CHAPTER 12. NON-THERMAL RADIATIO

Credit: NSF/LIGO/Sonoma State University/A. Simonnet

H.E.S.S (very-high energy gamma-rays)
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Figure 12.16: The H.E.S.S. II imaging atmospheric telescope array in Namibia. Th
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The Milky Way seen by CTA

5°
8°
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Supernova remnant RX J1713.7-3946

n: Observations of RX J1713.7 3946

3946, corrected for the reconstruction acceptance. On the left, the image is made
On the right, an additional energy requirement of E > 2 TeV is applied to improve
mensional Gaussian of width 0.03 , i.e. smaller than the 68% containment radius

Gamma-ray

X-ray

